Automate Azure cloud governance and compliance

WITH CLOUDGUARD POSTURE MANAGEMENT

Easily manage the security and compliance of enterprise Azure environments at any scale by using CloudGuard Posture Management. CloudGuard visualizes and assesses security posture, detects misconfigurations, models and actively enforces gold-standard policies, and protects against attacks and insider threats.

WHAT WE OFFER

CloudGuard's compliance engine features comprehensive compliance management, including automation, ensuring continuous compliance to help assess and enforce regulatory requirements and best practices.

Manage the compliance lifecycle for standards including PCI DSS, from automated data aggregation to remediation and reporting.

CloudGuard High-Fidelity Cloud Security Posture Management delivers powerful visualizations of cloud assets, including network topology, firewalls, and more.

Fix misconfigurations, address threats, and enforce security policy from a single source of network authority.

CloudGuard's automated remediation solutions accelerate the resolution of dangerous misconfigurations. Security policies can be applied consistently across Azure and hybrid clouds—even in multicloud environments.

See what customers are saying:

“Using CloudGuard, I only need to train an individual on one set of tools and he can manage our total cloud environment very effectively.”

– Sreeni Kancharla
CIO & Sr. Group Director
Cadence Design Systems
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Check Point and Microsoft

Agentless cloud-native architecture
CloudGuard uses native Microsoft Azure security controls to protect all cloud resources, including built-in services such as Azure Load Balancer, meeting needs of modern public clouds that agent-based solutions can’t address. By combining cloud-agnostic policy automation with cloud-native security capabilities, CloudGuard Posture Management allows your organization to specify policies centrally, using underlying cloud controls to implement the policy across Azure, hybrid cloud, and multicloud systems.

Faster time-to-value
With no software to install and no agents to manage, you can secure your environment using CloudGuard in less than five minutes. You never have to worry about software updates and scaling problems. CloudGuard for Cloud Security Posture Management leverages innovative cross-account trust policy to gather security information instead of sharing keys and credentials.

Operate seamlessly in hybrid and multicloud
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—Azure meets you where you are, and so does Check Point. Manage your environments by using Check Point tools and services designed to automate, enhance, and orchestrate your security policies, no matter where your data or users are.

Customers can embrace the cloud with confidence
Check Point and Azure together provide true unified security for sensitive workloads, delivered everywhere at speed and scale. Check Point is one of the top Microsoft security ISVs—because CloudGuard and Azure build on each other’s strengths to create a security posture that’s better together.

Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud computing services to help your organization meet its business challenges. With Azure, your business or organization has the freedom to build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive, global network using your preferred tools and frameworks.

www.microsoftazure.com